We examine the spin-wave (SW) dynamics of Dy/Y multilayers in order to separate the contribution of the Dy-Y interface from that of bulk Dy. The SW frequencies and intensities of bulk Dy are determined analytically. When the Dy layers in a multilayer geometry are decoupled, the SW dispersion relations are discontinuous with discrete excitations. With a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction coupling through the Y spacer, the discrete excitations become dispersive and the main SW branches split due to the multilayer geometry. Regardless of the strength of the intermediate RKKY interaction, the dispersion signature of the bulk remains.
Introduction
Magnetic multilayers present unique opportunities for studying fundamental magnetic interactions [1] [2] [3] . Experimental developments in neutron scattering and epitaxial growth techniques have facilitated the production, control, and characterization of high-quality samples of multilayer heterostructures [4] [5] [6] [7] . The availability of higher quality samples has accelerated theoretical and experimental work to clarify the intricate nature of these magnetic structures [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Interfaces between magnetic and non-magnetic layers exhibit a great variety of interesting magnetic behavior. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions induced by interfacial defects were recently studied to help explain the net chirality within multilayers observed using polarized neutron scattering [15, 16] . Other reports have shown that the RudermanKittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) [12] [13] [14] interactions provide magnetic coherence through non-magnetic layers [10, 11] . A greater understanding of the magnetic properties and spin-wave (SW) dynamics of multilayer heterostructures can provide unique insight into the complex behavior of interfaces, supporting the advancement of magnetic based technologies and spintronics.
Due to their large local moments and complex magnetic ordering, rare-earth materials have been widely studied in both bulk and multilayer systems [2, 7] . These materials exhibit magnetic phenomena ranging from magnetostriction [17, 18] to multiple anisotropic properties [19] to spin chirality created by a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [15] . The local moments in rare-earth materials typically form helical or conical magnetic structures [3] . These magnetic structures remain mostly intact in a multilayer system (shown in figure 1 ). Due to the large Dy moments and close lattice match between Dy and Y, bulk Dy and Dy/Y multilayers have attracted great interest [20-26, 35, 36] . Dy 3+ has a magnetic moment of 10.6 μ B with a 6 H 15/2 ground state configuration [3] . The bulk crystal structure is known to form a hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure with lattice constants a = 3.59Å and c = 5.6Å, where c/2 is the spacing between Dy atomic layers. The magnetic structure undergoes two magnetic phase transitions at 140 K (paramagnetic to helical) and 87 K (helical to ferromagnetic) [22] [23] [24] . Within the helical phase, the local Dy moments form an in-plane helix with chirality parallel to the zaxis (shown in figure 1 ) and strong ferromagnetic interactions in-plane [3] .
The helical structure of bulk Dy is produced by a competition between multiple antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic super-exchange interactions [21] . As found by studying the SW dispersions, the exchange pathways extend through at least seven atomic Dy layers [21] (shown in figure 1) . Observations of Dy/Ho multilayers have demonstrated that these interactions can propagate through magnetic Ho spacers [26] . Investigations of magnetic/non-magnetic Dy/Y multilayers revealed that the helical nature of the Dy moments maintain coherence through the non-magnetic Y spacer [9] .
In Dy/Y multilayers, the interaction between Dy atomic layers produces the same in-plane helicity as seen in the bulk. The suppression of the ferromagnetic phase allows the helical phase to remain stable to low temperatures. Rhyne et al [9] showed that the RKKY interactions mediated by the 4f electrons in the paramagnetic Y spacer create longrange helical coherence in the multilayer [10, 11] . While the strength of the RKKY coupling dramatically varies from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic due to the wavevectordependent susceptibility, the RKKY interaction is modulated by a 1/R 3 envelope [12] . This means that second-or thirdorder RKKY interactions may be larger than the first-order interaction, but that the interactions diminish quickly away from the interface.
Work on the SW dynamics of superlattices and multilayers has typically been restricted to investigations of the dispersion relations in specific multilayer structures with alternating ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers [27] [28] [29] . Others have instituted long-wavelength approximations for periodic structures [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The goal of this paper is to gain a qualitative understanding of the effects of RKKY interactions in Dy/Y multilayers by calculating the SW frequencies and intensities through an exact diagonalization method, which is complicated by the incommensurate nature of the Dy local moments. This method allows us to simultaneously evaluate the SW frequencies and weights, thereby facilitating comparison with future measurements.
While the SW dynamics of the bulk rare-earth materials have been examined in great detail [3] , detailed experimental and theoretical results on the SW dynamics of Dy/Y multilayers and other multilayers have not yet been published. Schreyer et al [35] presented data for the SW dispersions of Dy 15 /Y 10 multilayers. However, due to the weak inelastic signal, the data is limited to a small region of momentum and energy space.
In this paper, we examine the SW dynamics of Dy m 1 /Y m 2 multilayers, where m 1 and m 2 denote the number of Dy and Y atomic layers per bilayer, respectively as shown in figure 1 . The SW frequencies and intensities for bulk Dy are presented in analytical form while the spin dynamics for the multilayer systems are solved numerically. As the systems transform from bulk to multilayer, the dispersion relations become discontinuous and discrete without a RKKY interaction. The RKKY interaction makes those individual excitations dispersive. A splitting of the SW branches is also caused by the bilayer thickness. Regardless of the strength of the intermediate RKKY interactions, the SW excitations follow the bulk dispersion. The RKKY interactions are examined in more depth in the appendix.
This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 present the theoretical framework we use to evaluate the SW frequencies and intensities. In sections 3 and 4, the SW dynamics for bulk Dy and its multilayer counterpart are presented. Finally, the appendix details some of the calculations regarding the RKKY interactions. Figure 1 illustrates the magnetic interactions in the bulk and multilayer systems. The bulk system is described by multiple competing Heisenberg interactions J i j as well as an easy-plane anisotropy term D, which acts to keep the local moments inplane. For a multilayer system, we also include the RKKY interactions J R i through the Y spacer. All of the interactions can be treated in a standard Heisenberg form.
Theory
Rare-earth systems are typically prone anisotropic magneto-elastic effects [18] .
For Dy/Y multilayers the dominant crystal-field effects can be accounted for by the addition of an easy-plane anisotropy term D. Due to the incommensurate spin configuration in Dy, the spins do not lock with the hexagonal crystal field and the hexagonal magnetoelastic energy may by neglected [37] . This simplification allows us to focus on the main terms of the Hamiltonian while investigating the RKKY interactions.
Therefore, the Hamiltonian can be written as
where S i is the local moment on site i and the exchange coupling J i j between sites i and j is antiferromagnetic when J i j < 0. We are primary interested in the SW dynamics along the z-axis, which allows spins in each layer to be treated rigidly. While hexagonal anisotropy, magneto-elastic, and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions may be present, these terms are often small and can be ignored for an incommensurate helical spin state if the interfaces are perfect [15, 16, 22, 24] . Using a Holstein-Primakoff (HP) transformation, the spin operators are given by S iz = S − a † i a i , S i+ = √ 2Sa i , and
A rotation of the operators adjusts for the in-plane local moments [38] . Expanding about the classical limit in powers of 1/ √ S, the Hamiltonian can be written as
Since the first-order term H 1 vanishes with a minimization of the energy E, the second-order term H 2 provides the dynamics of non-interacting SWs. Higherorder terms H n>2 reflect the interactions between SWs, which are unimportant at low temperature and for small 1/S. Due to the large Dy spin, we expect the HP transformation to be quite accurate.
To determine the SW frequencies ω q , we solve the equation-of-motion for the vectors v q = [a
. .], which may be written in terms of the 2N
where N is the number of spin sites in the unit cell [38] . The SW frequencies are then determined from the condition Det[M(q) − ω q I ] = 0. Two conditions are required for the local stability of any magnetic phase: all SW frequencies must be real and positive and all SW weights must be positive.
The SW intensities or weights are coefficients of the spinspin correlation function:
where α and β can be +, −, or z. Here, S +− (q, ω) and S −+ (q, ω) are the transverse terms reflecting fluctuations in the x y-plane. The longitudinal term S zz (q, ω) creates fluctuations along the z-axis, which are produced by the in-plane structure of the local moments [39] . A more detailed discussion of the longitudinal and transverse modes can be found in [38, 39] . It should be noted that inelastic neutron scattering measurements will only observe the components of the weight that are perpendicular to the q vector [41] . Because the helix lies in the x y-plane, most measurements of rare-earth multilayers have been performed along the q z direction. Therefore, the longitudinal S zz (q, ω) component will not be observed. The total intensity I (q, ω) for inelastic neutron scattering scans at constant q is given by
where δ is the energy resolution and F q is the Dy 3+ ionic form factor [40] 1 . Here, the simulated energy resolution is based on a Gaussian distribution, which is standard for constant q scans on a triple-axis spectrometer [41, 42] . Other configurations may need more complex resolution functions.
Hence, we also focus on the case of q along the zaxis with q x = q y = 0. Since only the exchange interactions J i j coupling the neighboring layers will contribute to the excitations, numerical solutions of the frequencies and intensities are determined by diagonalizing a 2m 1 × 2m 1 matrix.
Bulk dysprosium
While bulk materials have been examined in great detail [3, 20, 21] , an expression for the SW intensities of 1 The Dy 3+ magnetic form factor is given as bulk Dy has not been presented. Previous literature has only reported the lower transverse branch of bulk Dy [20] and not the middle longitudinal branch in figure 2 . Because the local moments of bulk Dy are in the x y plane, the SW frequencies are given by
where
where ψ n is the turn angle or change in azimuthal angle for interaction n between sites i and j , d n is the interaction distance, and τ is the momentum transfer. The functional form for all branches are equivalent with only a shift in the momentum transfer relating to the helical wavevector. This is consistent with expressions determined by Nicklow et al [21] (see footnote 2) for the transverse branches. The longitudinal branch corresponds to τ = q and the transverse branches are τ = q ± q 0 . The helical wavevector q 0 can be determined from the general relationship n n J n sin nq 0 c 2 = 0.
If n = 2 (the minimum number of interactions required), then the helical wavevector is [2] cos
in which case the interactions must be of opposite sign and the helix is only stable when |J 1 | 4| J 2 |. With bulk Dy described by seven interactions [21] , the helical wavevector is about 0.16 (2π/c).
The SW intensities (weights) are determined from the SW frequencies for the transverse and longitudinal branches can be written as
where ± denotes the transverse (+) and longitudinal (−) branches, respectively. In the limit of τ → 0, the longitudinal intensity approaches zero, while the transverse branches diverge. Figure 2 shows the calculated SW dispersion for bulk Dy as an intensity contour as a function of energy and momentum transfer. The exchange interactions are those given in table I of [21] . An energy resolution δ = 0.1 meV is used to simulate experimental resolution. The black boxes show the comparison to the data provided by Nicklow et al [21] . These branches are produced by the transverse components of the intensity. As explained above, the longitudinal component would not be observed with q along the z-axis.
Dy/Y multilayers
In bulk Dy, the turn angle between neighboring Dy sites is essentially constant and experimentally found to be about ∼28
• . In Dy m 1 /Y m 2 multilayers, m 1 Dy atomic layers are separated by a spacer of m 2 Y atomic layers (shown in figure 1 ). The Dy sites near the non-magnetic spacer are influenced by different interactions than the sites in the middle of the Dy layer. Our calculations find that the turn angles between Dy atomic layers ψ Dy are smaller near the Y spacer interface and then widen to give an average turn angle of ∼30
• . Due to the presence of a RKKY interaction, the induced helical coherence is modeled by an overall turn angle through the Y spacer ψ Y as shown in figure 1. Experimentally [9] , this turn angle is about m 2 · 51
• . Minimizing the classical energy (detailed in appendix), the Y turn angle can be determined in terms of the RKKY interactions. Comparison with experimental results for the SW dynamics is required to determine the precise RKKY interactions involved within these multilayers.
As m 2 /m 1 increases, it is expected that the SW dynamics will deviate from the bulk limit. Figures 4(a)-(c) shows the calculated SW dispersion contours for Dy m 1 /Y 10 multilayers with m 1 = 40 (a), 30 (b), and 15 (c) for various RKKY interactions. The left panels contain no RKKY interaction, while the middle and right panels have J R 1 = 0.010 meV (J R 2 = −0.0076 meV) and J R 1 = 0.10 meV (J R 2 = −0.13 meV), respectively. These calculations were performed with J R 3 = 0. Using figure 3, J R 1 and J R 2 were constrained to produce the appropriate turn angle through the Y spacer, which is denoted by an open (middle panels) or a solid (right panels) circle. Intralayer interactions are given by those found in [21] . An energy resolution δ = 0.1 meV is used to simulate experimental resolution.
Since the overall magnitude of the RKKY interactions decreases as the number of non-magnetic sites increases [10, 11] , the Y spacer thickness alters the RKKY interaction. When m 2 m 1 , the RKKY interaction would vanish, creating the same discrete excitations seen in left panels of figure 4. In contrast, as m 2 is reduced, the dispersion become more bulklike. While the strength of the RKKY interactions vary from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic [10, 11] , it is important to consider a constant Y spacer thickness to understand the effects of the RKKY interactions on the system. Without a RKKY interaction, the multilayer spectra still resembles the bulk dispersion in q space. With m 1 = 4m 2 ( figure 4(a) ), the dispersion shows the presence of small steps of discrete excitations. As m 1 is decreased and approaches m 2 , the discrete excitations become more evident. This is expected, since a system with no RKKY interaction would essential be a cluster chain in the z-direction. The mimicking of the bulk dispersion is due to the helical dependence on the interactions. As m 1 decreases, the discrete excitations become more prominent and the system begins to lose the bulk signature.
In the left panels of figure 4 , m 1 discrete energy levels have an average spacing of ω ∼ 5ω max /4m 1 with the top m 1 /5 levels being semi-degenerate 3 . As m 1 → ∞, the discrete levels become a continuum of excitations describing the behavior of the bulk system. This bulk-like dispersion can 3 ω ∼ 5ω max /4m 1 is only an average spacing for the excitations. The low energy excitations tend to group closer as does the higher energy levels, while the middle range excitations tend to spread out in energy space. also be retrieved by activating a RKKY interaction through the non-magnetic spacer.
As shown in right panels of figure 4 , the presence of a RKKY interaction creates dispersion of the discrete excitations. This effect is more prominent as the interactions gain strength and coherence through the non-magnetic Y spacer (middle to right panels). However, the dispersion lines shift from the bulk signature and produce breaks in the spectrum as the RKKY interaction is increased in strength comparable to the intralayer interactions. These breaks are to be caused by the bilayer periodicity of the multilayer. As m 1 becomes smaller, the branches move further apart and become less bulk-like due to decreasing bilayer size. This reveals the importance of examining the spin dynamics to assess the strength of relevant RKKY interactions.
Notice the excitations at ∼5.5 meV in the lower-right panel of figure 4 . These features seem to arise from excitations through the non-magnetic Y spacers when the RKKY interaction is large. By changing the ratio between the interactions or through the addition of extra RKKY interactions, these excitations shift in energy and momentum space. While these are qualitative results, this indicates that it may be possible to directly probe the RKKY interactions through the Y spacer. Future work is intended to investigate these excitation and gain a quantitative understanding them as well as compare to experimental data on these multilayers.
While some work has been performed on Dy 15 /Y 10 multilayers [35] , more detailed experiments on a wider range of multilayers is need. Current inelastic neutron scattering measurements are underway at Oak Ridge National Laboratory on D 40 /Y 10 multilayers.
Conclusions
To help understand the behavior of magnetic multilayers, we follow the evolution of the SW dispersions as bulk Dy progresses to a multilayer. As the system moves away from the bulk system, discrete excitations begin to form, but the overall bulk signature is still present. A RKKY interaction through the Y spacer enables coherence of the helical spin state throughout the multilayer. This produces dispersion in the discrete excitations, while larger RKKY interactions start to break the dispersions into multiple SW branches. The spacing of the branches is related to the bilayer spacing, where the RKKY interactions also produce well-defined structures in the SW dynamics, which makes it possible to experimentally determine the RKKY interactions from inelastic neutron scattering measurements. Future inelastic measurements on Dy/Y multilayers will help clarify the complex interactions at the interface between magnetic and non-magnetic materials. For the simulations shown in figure 4 , only two RKKY interactions were considered since that is the minimal number needed to create a turn angle through the Y spacer.
Appendix. RKKY interactions

